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editorial
Summertime, Summertime, . . .
Archery is enjoying a focus now
that is extraordinary. First came the
movie The Hunger Games with a
plucky heroine who shot a bow. Then
an Avengers movie included a superhero who also shot a bow. Just recently an animated blockbuster called
Brave was released with another
plucky archer as heroine. All this and
the Olympics is this summer, too.
(Not that we get to see any archery on
our TV sets, but the Koreans get wallto-wall coverage, at least.)
That’s the “good news.”
The “bad news” is that there are
nowhere near enough youth archery
programs to take that initial interest
and fan the flames of participation to
create a large number of new archers
in this generation.
Most of those young people who

get the “archery bug” will have no
place to go to shoot.
Yes, many will encounter archery
in school in the form of NASP programs but then what?
There is nowhere for them to go
after NASP.
What do you think this failure to
prepare for the future means for our
sport? Send me an email at
steve@archeryfocus.com with your
thoughts.
This month’s issue is chock-a-block
full of the things you tell us you like.
Tom Dorigatti continues his series on
getting accurate sight settings, this
time out of a computer (and he doesn’t just point to a compter and tell you
“Go get ‘em!”—he provides step-bystep guidance). Andrew Ruis has pro-

vided Part 2 of his series on flexibility
and what it means for archers. Larry
Wise is back with an article about
how to pick out a compound bow that
will fit you. And I pitch in with some
help for college archery coaches.
The AER crew addresses the
issue of how beginning archers can
figure out what style they want to
shoot and how you youth coaches can
help them.
Now that the summer competition
season is hitting it’s stride, I wish you
find success on the shooting line.
Enjoy!

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Obtaining Accurate
Sight Settings
Part 2: Archer’s Advantage
by Tom Dorigatti
In this article, we’ll take a look at Archer’s
Advantage, a computer program used to get accurate
settings and to print out accurate sight tapes. I’ll provide you with methods including a redundant system
of “backups” for when your sight tape on your sight
bar isn’t quite right, or gets messed up by weather or
abuse. After all, a ProActive archer never goes out on
a course or to a competitive event, especially outdoors
without a backup system for your critical sight settings, do you?
In addition, this will help you to prepare and
mount a reliable sight tape and to also prepare a
hand-carried backup set of sight settings to carry with
you on the course. Most people prefer to have a sight
tape mounted on the vertical bar, and there isn’t anything wrong with that. However, I’ll show you another way of getting the same thing, as either a primary
or a backup system, that virtually guarantees that you
have two or even three sets of sight marks with you
and available at all times, even if you use a tablet or
Palm Pilot for your sight settings.
It is entirely up to you to choose your primary
system, but I hope you come away from this article
with a much better insight into just how important a
backup/cross-check system is. In addition, I hope to
clarify that “close enough” is something to avoid if you
are getting your sight settings for Field, Hunter or
Animal rounds, or even for 3-D shooting. “Close
enough” doesn’t cut it for the top echelon shooters,
because those with the best and most accurate sight
marks, along with the best mastery of shot execution
are those on the winner’s podium. A lousy set of sight
marks won’t do you much good, no matter how talented you might be.
I will mostly address generating that accurate
sight tape from Archer’s Advantage, and then how to
more accurately mount that sight tape onto your sight
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bar so that your mounting process doesn’t foul up a
perfectly good sight tape and make it inaccurate.
There is going to be some repetition from previous
articles, but I think that it saves me from referring to
previous sections, and saves you flipping back and
forth among the pages of this book.
Some Sighting Scenarios

So, here are a couple of scenarios for you to ponder as
we go through this process. These scenarios have
occurred to me (but obviously, since I’m now
ProActive, none have happened in years), and I know
of many other archers who have had the same problems. (The first three are the same as in the previous
article.)
• You are out on a field course, and you notice that
you are shooting high on most everything from 45
yards in, but are shooting pretty much dead on for
everything from 48 yards out. What do you suppose is incorrect here?
• Your close range and your long range sight settings
on your printed sight tape are “off ”, but the ones
in the mid-yardages seem to be perfectly fine. You
are shooting low on the close targets, and high on
the long targets. You know the “numbers” that you
put into your computer are good. What could be
the source of this problem? (I know many of you
have experienced this scenario, especially with the
advent of the computer generated sight tapes, or
even the selection of a sight tape from a series of
pre-printed tapes that you match up a couple of
yardages and the select the closest one of the preprinted ones to use as your very own to mount
onto your sight bar.)
• You have a couple of programs that you are using for
your sight tapes and bow data. However, while they
agree really close on the sight tape and yardage numArchery Focus

bers, they differ quite a bit with regard to arrow spine
match, and also calculated arrow speeds, even though
you’ve entered the same bow set-up data into those
programs. This bothers the delights out of you, and
leaves you with the dilemma of trying to figure out
why. Even worse is that the tapes match so closely
that you can’t decipher “why” the speeds and spines
out of the two systems are so very different.
• You are using a sight tape on your vertical bar. You
are also using a “tape magnifier” on the side of the
sight bar so that you can see your sight tape better.
You are constantly having problems with inconsistencies with regard to the impact points on the
target, and when you check your setting, it appears
to be set okay, but upon another check, it isn’t set
okay. What could be the problem here? You were
careful when you set the sight tape on the bar, so
why one time are you shooting high with a setting
and the next time you are shooting low with a setting, and the next, “right on”?
I might also add that I still have a lot to learn
about Archer’s Advantage especially with regard to its
nuances/differences. I don’t have all the answers; and
personally, I don’t think anyone does. What I will
offer you are some basic guidelines and techniques to
help you get better numbers out of the system so that
the sight tapes and yardage cards you do print out are
as accurately done as you can possibly get them. There
likely are things that I’m missing at this juncture,
which is why I work with all three data input/output
devices and then compare results, because it is the
results of that sight tape or placard that are most
important.
You are going to note some “discrepancies”
between the two computer program results. I’ve noted
this and investigated many times. The important
thing is that despite the discrepancies in the numbers
spit out, the sight tapes themselves match up closely
none the less, and that is the most important thing.
Of course, you also know that many shooters will
move their sight’s indicator pointer, move their peep,
or make adjustments out on the practice range, all of
which invalidate their sight tapes and are all huge nono’s for ProActive archers.
An Overview of Archer’s Advantage

This program is Windows-based and is very user
friendly. You can find it on-line at: www.archersadvantage.com. This program provides the following
(per its advertising):
1. Prints Sight Tapes
Archery Focus

2. Has a Shaft Selection Section
3. Uphill & Downhill Adjustments (Cut Chart)
4. Prints Scaled Targets for shooting at any distance
selected.
5. Graphic display of arrow trajectory
6. Provides a comprehensive shooting log (journal)
(Something close to my “Master Bow Configuration Table,” but not quite as detailed. You can use
ingenuity to get more information in there, but
remember, you can’t take the computer with you,
or at least you don’t normally have it in your bowcase, unless you have a Palm Pilot or something of
that sort.)
7. Spine Converter Routine
8. Software Updates can be performed from within
the program once you’ve installed it and registered
your software.
9. Very detailed series of Help and FAQs are readily
accessible.
In addition, there is a Palm Version of Archer’s
Advantage that provides the following:
a. Fast & accurate sight settings for those using a
sliding sight.
b. You can easily re-sight in on the range if you want
to in order to compensate for changing conditions.
c. You can adjust for Uphill & Downhill Shots.
d. You can keep your score and count your X’s for a
variety of scoring rounds.
e. You can track arrow holes, by arrow number for up
to six arrows per end.
Many of the above five items have been covered
in previous articles of this book, so obviously, I won’t
repeat them here. This software simply allows you to
have this information in one place; but once again,
“garbage in = garbage out,” so the information is only
as good as the archer providing the data to the system.
Using Archer’s Advantage

Let’s talk about some things concerning Archer’s
Advantage that are important:
1. Read the Help Tutorials The first thing you should do
is read the help tutorials. You will save yourself a lot
of grief in trying to figure things out if you do this.
2. Set up your bow configuration first. The measurements should be close to what your bow setup is at
the time (see photo).
3. Archer’s Advantage does recommend shooting the bow
through a chronograph. Otherwise, you can use the
selection tab and get information on just about any
bow. Archer’s Advantage does go on to say: “The
Continued on Next Page
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Chronograph Speed method provides reasonably
accurate sight settings for typical 3-D shooting.
However, for optimum results I always recommend sighting in by getting two sight marks as
shown in the Calculate Speed Method.” Note My
experience with chronographs is that there is no
known standard, so you have no means to tell
whether your chronograph is “spot on,” or is reading fast or slow, or by how much it is off. In other
words, the chronograph is a good guide, but I take
all chronograph speed readings with a grain of salt.
Personally, I don’t opt for the Chronograph Speed
Method, even for 3-D sight settings. It might do
in a pinch to get you onto the paper or the animal,
but don’t expect accurate sight tapes or marks.
4. Put in your arrow configuration. Doesn’t have to be
the exact arrow you think you need, but if you have
an arrow you are using, then put in the information
for that arrow as accurately as possible. This will
really help you later. Note Don’t make the mistake of
measuring your arrow from the end of the point to
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the bottom of the nock slot. When Archer’s Advantage says, “Arrow length” that means “Shaft length”
and doesn’t include the nock bushing (if you have
one) and the plastic portion beyond the edge of the
shaft to the bottom of the nock slot. Making a 1⁄2˝
to 3⁄4˝ mistake in this makes a huge difference on
“spine selections” (see photo below left).
5. Set up your sight configuration. The biggest errors to
avoid here are in how you go about measuring your
sight length and peep height. Having these incorrectly measured and entered can really mess up your
closer distance sight marks. Archer’s Advantage recommends the following (see photo above right):
• Scale Types are generally defined by two parameters, Number of Marks per Inch and
Number of Clicks per Turn. If you have a Surloc sight, you simply select it on the sight configuration. If not, you can easily measure the
“number of marks per inch” on your fixed scale
with calipers, and then “count clicks” between
each full number. This allows Archer’s
Advantage to translate sight settings into your
particular sight’s parameters.
• Sight Length is measured at full draw from your
peep sight center to your Aperture/Scope
dot/ring to the nearest 1⁄4˝. If you do not use a
peep sight, measure your Sight Length from
your Aiming Eye to your Aperture/Scope. I
recommend, however that you do this to the
nearest 1⁄8˝. If you have a “crank board,” then
use this to get this and also the following measurement. Take more than one measurement to
be sure that they are accurate. As previously,
I’ve recommended that you take 3-5 measurements and toss out any “fliers” and then average
the closest ones.
• Peep Height This one is commonly done incorrectly and, if you do, you’ll wonder why your
short distance marks are off. Archer’s
Advantage recommends the following (as does
On Target 2): “Measure Peep Height from the
center of your Peep, at full draw, straight down
to the center of your arrow shaft to the nearest
1
⁄4˝. If you do not use a Peep Sight, measure the
distance between your aiming eye and the center of the Arrow Shaft.” Once again, note that
it is from the center of the peep to the center of
the arrow and not to the top of the arrow. Also,
measure this to the nearest 1⁄8˝ or better.
Personally, I don’t think 1⁄4˝ is close enough (see
photo above).
Archery Focus

6. Sighting In Within Archer’s Advantage there are
three ways for sighting using Archer’s Advantage
for sight settings: (a) Calculate Speed, (b)
Chronograph Speed, and (c) Build Bow Speed.
Although Archer’s Advantage recommends that
you shoot your bow through a chronograph, it
doesn’t use this directly (unless you tell it to) for
sight tapes. It uses it to calibrate Archer’s Advantage to your particular bow to the extent that it
differs from the “standard data” from manufacturer’s specifications for your setup.
Since Archer’s Advantage recommends the
“Calculate Speed” method as being the most accurate,
that is the only one I will discuss. You can generate a
“quick and dirty” sight tape to get you started if you
use the Bow Chronograph speed, however. Such a
tape might get you at least onto the target so you
could refine your settings from there. I think I offer a
better option (see previous article), however.
Calculate Speed You will note from the Sight In
Screen (see photo right), that Archer’s Advantage uses
two distances along with their corresponding sight
setting numbers gotten off the permanent scale on
your sight bar. However there is one very critical step
to do before performing the data entry and it has to
do with the bow sight itself and that is Zeroing the
Indicator Pin/Pointer. Once you do this, it is not
advisable to readjust the indicator pointer because if
you move that indicator pointer, then you have
messed up all of your sight settings and will have to
start over and generate a new sight tape!
Here’s what Archer’s Advantage has to say about
this zeroing: “Many target sights have a calibrated
knob at the top of the sight. This knob can be used to
read sight settings accurately without having to squint
to read the precise position of your pointer. The folArchery Focus

lowing describes how to read sight settings accurately
from a Sure Loc Sight:
1. Before Sighting In, do the following:
• Rotate Knob at Top of Sight all the way to
Zero. The knob has numbers on it, so align the
“0” on the knob to the mark on the top of the
vertical sight bar frame.
• Move Pointer on Sure Loc Scale so that it
evenly divides a line on the Scale. Note I recommend that you use a magnifying glass to
accomplish this. It is very hard to see if you are
centered on a line or not and you could be off
by 4-5 clicks.
• This completes calibrating your Pointer to your
Knob (Zeroing The Pointer)
2. To read your sight setting, determine which two lines
the pointer rests between (e.g. between 15 & 16).
3. Now look at the position of the Knob on top of your
sight.
• If your knob is sitting on 5, then your sight setting is 15.50
• If your knob is sitting on the Click between 5
& 6, then your sight setting is 15.55
Continued on Next Page
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4.

5.

6.

7.
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• If your knob is sitting on 1, then your sight setting is 15.10
• If your knob is sitting on the Click between 0
& 1, then your sight setting is 15.05
Then:
Get 20 and 65 yard sight settings. I would recommend at this point you read, or re-read or review
Chapter 32 concerning how to achieve the most
accurate “shot in” sight settings. As I mentioned
there, you are not after groups at this point in
time, you need to minimize only the vertical
aspects of your arrow impact point. Thus, shooting
at a horizontal line is much easier to manage than
trying to concentrate on getting circular groups.
Furthermore, it will stop you from accepting an
“X-ring’ height distribution and thinking it “close
enough” for a sight setting for that distance.
The farther apart these two settings, the
better, but don’t exceed your capabilities! Only
you know your limitations. I have used 20 and 65
yards for many years and those two have proven
to work out extremely well for me when only
using two settings. I also double check Archer’s
Advantage with my Calculator method.
ProActive archery always involves a systems that
can be verified, that is checked for accuracy.
Input two “ranges” and “sight settings.” Once you
have these two sight settings, then put the Range
1 and the Distance 1, then the Range 2 and Distance 2 settings into the Archer’s Advantage Sight
in Tab (see photo).
Click on “Calculate Speed.” Do not fail to do this!
Archer’s Advantage will then use this information
to prepare your sight tape “numbers.” If you fail to
“calculate speed,” then you will get a tape based
upon erroneous information or one from a previous bow’s information.
Setting up your Sight Tape Click on the “Preview
Marks Tab.” From this screen you can perform a
quick check of individual sight marks from 2
through 150 yards (or meters, if you select that
option).
Next, you should click on the “Customize
Tab”, and then click on the “Tape Layout” Tab to
set up the layout of your printed sight tape (see
photo). My preferences are depicted in the photo,
but are as follows:
• Max Range: I select 90 yards, but if you want,
then you could do 80 or 100, or whatever.
• Orientation: Top to Bottom
• Number Range: 10, 20, 30. Unfortunately,

Archer’s Advantage only prints the even numbers for each 10 yard increment; that is 10, 20,
30, 40, etc. It does not offer the option to print
odd numbers, like 25, 35, 45, 55, etc. That is yet
another reason to “color code” the lines on the
sight tape when using Archer’s Advantage.
• Line Width: I prefer narrow lines, but Medium
works well, too. I avoid wide lines because then
the lines are wider than my pointer or the magnifier indicator line and makes reading the tape
more difficult.
• Font Type: I use Times New Roman, but there
are other choices.
• Font size: I use Large Font, but if you have
good eyes, you can use something smaller.
• Line Spacing: I always use one yard increments.
• Justification: Since for me, the indicator pointer is on the right side, then I justify the numbers to “Left Justify” so that I have only lines on
the right side where the indicator pointer is
located.
• Line Weight: I select “Light,” once again due to
the width of my Indicator pointer or the magnifier indicator line.
• Line Colors: Once again, being a ProActive
archer, I take advantage of color-coding things
at every opportunity. Thus, my personal selections are as follows: 10’s = RED; 5’s = Blue and
1’s = Black.
8. Printer Calibration in Archer’s Advantage Now you
might think you can just print out your tape, cor-

rect? You could . . . but if you really want to be sure
that you have the best tape possible, you really
should next select the “Printer Calibration” Tab
and generate a Printer Calibration Tape
As per Archer’s Advantage instructions, not
Archery Focus

all printers provide enough accuracy to print a reliable sight tape without using the printer calibration feature. To calibrate your printer:
• First print either an “Inch Calibration Scale” or
a “Metric Calibration Scale.” If you select an
Inch Calibration Scale, the printed scale should
have exactly 100 marks in a 4 inch span. If you
select Metric Calibration Scale, the printed
scale should have exactly 100 marks in a 10
centimeter span.
• Use a pair of calipers or precision scale, to measure the number of marks in the Specified Span
(4 inches or 10 centimeters).
• Record the number of marks, to the nearest
10th of a mark in the Specified Span.
• Enter this recorded value as Calibration Scale
Value and
• Then click Perform Calibration.
• Print out the Calibration Scale again and verify
that the Scale is the proper length.
9. Printing your Sight Tape You are now ready to print
out your sight tape from Archer’s Advantage. I’m
not going to put in an image of the Print Tape
screen, because the items on this screen are selfexplanatory. I will, however tell you what your

printed output off this screen will contain, one
thing at a time. You will get the following on your
paper when you select “Sight Tapes” (see photo
above):
• Your sight information including: the Clicks
per turn, the Sight Length in Inches, and the
Peep Height in Inches.
• Your Arrow Specifications including: shaft
length in inches, shaft diameter in 1/100ths of
Continued on Next Page
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inches, arrow weight in grains, and your fletch
length in inches.
• Six sight tapes. You will have two with heavy
outlining that represent the Archer’s Advantage
calculated Speed. You will also have a sight tape
generated for 1 foot per second and two feet per
second slower and also for one foot per second
and two feet per second faster than that which
your sight settings say your bow is sighted in for
in Archer’s Advantage.
• In addition, you will have a “Short Range
Conversions Table” that will tell you where to
set your sight for distances of 6 feet up through

36 feet. This table will only be as good as how
well you have measured your sight length and
peep sight height, so it pays big dividends to
cross check this table by actually shooting at
several of the distances (see photo left).
If you select the “Sight Marks Tab,” you can
get a print-out of your sight settings from 2 yards
up through 150 yards. If you select the “Down
Range Statistics” Tab to print, you will receive a
print-out depicting your Range, Terminal Speed,
Arrow Drop, and Arrow Drop per yard, and the
Kinetic Energy. I personally haven’t used that
information, so I don’t bother to print it out.
Getting a “Cut Chart” from Archer’s Advantage

In order to get a copy of a “Cut Chart” you need to
Select the “Uphill-Downhill” Tab and then click on
“Print Cut Chart” to get your Cut Chart printout.
This chart prints Uphill Yard Ranges from 20 yards
through 100 yards in 5-yard increments and degrees
of incline in 5 degree increments. It does the same
with Downhill Yard Ranges. This table prints out in
landscape format and can be folded in half lengthwise and laminated. As it comes from Archer’s
Advantage, the “Cut Chart” is a bit large and hard to
handle, since it fills a normal 81⁄2˝ x 11˝ piece of paper.
Don’t fret, you also have the option to Export the
“Cut Chart” to Excel, where you can manipulate it to
whatever size you want.
Now, all you have left to do is to cut out your
sight tape selection and prepare it for mounting onto

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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your sight bar. This step is not as “cut and dried” as
most shooters think that it may be. A ProActive
archer takes steps to minimize as many chances for
error as possible, and when it comes to mounting a
sight tape, there are potential pitfalls to avoid.

Mounting the Printed Sight Tape

We are finally ready to mount your sight tape onto
your vertical sight bar. Do you remember the scenario
in which you are shooting low on the close ones, dead
on in the middle, and high on the long ones? Well,
that was caused by stretching the tape while mounting it. Another scenario involving a “stretched sight
tape” is that some shooters tend to mount the tape by
mating the tape to the sight indicator pointer when
with the sight set at only 20 yards. Then, the settings
at the top end of the stretched sight tape are dead on
and as you shoot progressively longer distances, you
begin to shoot higher and higher and higher. I’m sure
that you have heard many a shooter gripe that the
“programs” are not generating accurate sight tapes for
them. I will show you how to virtually eliminate this
problem by once again, being ProActive.
Archery Focus

It doesn’t matter whether the sight tape is printed out from Archer’s Advantage, On Target 2, TAP,
or any other sight tape printing program, the mounting procedure should be the same. This should also
partially explain why personally, I prefer the placard
system that uses the scribed and unmovable “numbers” on my vertical sight bar as my primary sight setting procedure and the printed sight tape as the third
alternate (should I lose my placard or backup printout). I’ll discuss this issue last, because the placard
system isn’t without its problems.
Before going into detail on how to more properly mount your tape, let me give you a few other things
to watch for and avoid.
• If you are going to use “photo paper” to print your
sight tapes on, be sure to allow for the thicker
paper! You are going to need some extra space
between the sight bar and the indicator pointer for
that thick paper. In addition, since my method of
configuring newly printed sight tapes for mounting involves three additional layers besides the
printer paper itself, you also need to accommodate
the angle of your indicator pointer to handle this
extra thickness. The last thing you need to have
happen is for your indicator pointer or, worse, your
slider on the sight bar to catch on the printed sight
tape and rip it right off of the sight bar. I’ve seen
this happen more than once.
• Be sure to clean the area where you will be mounting the sight tape on your sight bar with alcohol
and to allow it to dry.
• Avoid putting your fingers onto that area of the
sight bar during the mounting process. The oils in
your fingerprints can weaken or even prevent the
adhesive from sticking. You don’t want your sight
tape slipping and sliding around on the sight bar.
• I recommend that you accurately pre-set the sight
at 40 or 50 yards before you mount the sight tape.
(I mean you count those “clicks” or read the
“zeroed” wheel and get it exactly right.) The main
reason is that most of the shots during a field or
hunter round are around the 40-50 yard ranges, so
I feel it is essential to make darned sure that this
area of the tape is mounted properly. The margin
for error is less at these and longer yardages, so
make them right. Secondly, this helps to reduce
the chances of the sight tape being stretched since
you have less surface area to work with on a longitudinal axis (if you properly install it, that is).
• I strongly recommend that you use a magnifying
Continued on the Next Page
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glass or some magnifier to pre-set the sight and
also when you align the new sight tape to the vertical bar. The print is small as it is, so it is easy to
misalign the tape yardage with your indicator
pointer, and especially easy to misalign the tape if
you have a magnifier on the sight bar.
Before you start, make sure that the sight tape
itself won’t be too wide or too long for your vertical sight bar. You will not believe the number of
shooters that print out the sight tape only to find
it doesn’t fit on their sight bar! It is easy to go back
in and re-set the length/width of the sight tape
and re-print it, so take that time now. Trim it if
necessary, but get it right.
When you align the sight tape, make sure that part
of the tip of the indicator pointer will at least reach
to the end/tip of all of the yardage lines on the
tape, in contact with the tape but rather in alignment with it. Having to bridge a gap between the
end of the indicator pointer and the end of the
yardage lines is a source of error.
Make sure you allow the ink time to dry before
you start the mounting process. If you don’t, you
may smear the lines and make them unreadable. If
you are using picture quality paper, the drying time
is longer than for ordinary paper.
Wash and dry your hands thoroughly before you
start this process.
Make sure you have adequate lighting to assist you
in tape placement.
Take your bow sight off of the bow and lay it down
so it is horizontal. Trying to mount your sight tape
with the sight in a vertical position can really create problems for you.
Items Needed to Mount Your Sight Tape
Sharp hobby knife
Roll of transparent tape, 3⁄4˝ wide.
Card stock paper or cutting board to protect your
desk or table top from being cut up by your hobby
knife. I use an old Masonite placemat or a smooth
surface cutting board. If you use wood, there is a
tendency to press the knife too hard and then the
knife follows a course of its own; sometimes right
into your finger! I’ve found that a hard surface and
a sharp knife prevent stretching of the paper as you
cut out the sight tape.
Roll of thin double-stick tape (right).
I prefer at least 11⁄2˝ wide double
stick tape. The stuff I get is called
“carpet tape” and it has a backing
which makes it easy to handle. This

•
•
•

•

is not needed if you use Avery labels with the
stick-em already in place.
Printed sight tape on plain paper, or Avery label,
or photo paper.
Pencil with rubber eraser.
Tweezers or forceps. These can help you to get the
backing layer off the tape printed on a label and to
position the tape initially on the sight bar.
Straight edge to use in getting a straight and clean
cut on the sight tape.

Preparing and Trimming the Sight Tape

• Cut a piece of double stick tape that is about 1⁄41
⁄2˝ longer than your sight tape.
• Turn the sight tape printouts face down on your
cutting board.
• Carefully align one sticky side of the double stick
tape so that it will cover one or two of the sight
tapes you intend to use.
• Press your double stick straight down onto the
sight tape paper. Do not pull the paper or the double stick tape. Press it straight down onto the paper.
• Using the tip of the pencil eraser and not your fingers, gently press the tip of the pencil eraser straight
down onto the double-stick tape much like a blotter. Do not “rub” it into place on the tape paper.
• Turn the sight tape/double-stick combo back over
to the printed side up.
• Cut a piece of transparent tape that is about 1⁄4-1⁄2˝
longer than the sight tape.
• Place the transparent tape straight down over the
printed side of the sight tape. Once again, do not
pull the tape down, don’t “rub it” from
top to bottom or bottom to top. Straight
down without moving the sight tape
paper.
• Using the tip of the pencil eraser,
press it like a blotter straight down for
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the entire length and width of the sight tape you
want to use.
• Using a solid straight edge, carefully align the
straight edge with one edge of the sight tape you
want to use and then carefully cut out your sight
tapes, one edge at a time.
Step by Step: Mounting the Sight Tape

Before we begin the process of mounting that sight
tape to your sight bar, it is important to outline some
items that are indeed problematical when mounting
the sight tape, and even carry over to you when you go
to set your bow sight out on the range.
Once you have your sight tape completed by following the steps above, if needed trim it up to make
that it fits your sight bar. It is a good idea, one last
time, to check the sight tape prior to removal of the
backing layer on the reverse side of your sight tape. If
you press it down onto the bar only to find out it
doesn’t fit, you’ve just wasted your new sight tape and
your time. After checking your new sight tape for
proper fit, then do the following:
1. Make absolutely sure you have your bow sight set
“exactly” onto the yardage you’ve decided to use to
mount your sight tape. Once again, I use 40, 45, or
50 yards. I do mean exactly, as in right down to the
“click count.” If you’ve been ProActive you have it
already set, but a final check is a good idea.
2. Slide your sight tape under the indicator pin
and/or magnifier to make sure that the indicator
pin won’t catch or drag on the sight tape. This one
last final check is important, since you don’t want
that indicator pointer or magnifier or any part of
the sight slide mechanism to be in contact with
that new sight tape. Adjust things as necessary to
insure that you have clearances, but be careful
about that indicator pointer!
3. Decide whether you are going to use the magnifier or the unmagnified indicator pointer as your
reference for placing the tape. On many sights,
these are not the same point of reference (see magnifier photos).
4. Carefully remove the backing from the reverse side
of the sight tape (the double sided tape backing).
5. Keeping your visual frame of reference so that you
are looking straight down at the indicator pointer
or magnifier, place the yardage line for the distance your sight bar is set at directly onto the sight
bar. Make sure that you also position the tape parallel to vertical bar from top to bottom. Once you
press this on, the only way to change it is to
Archery Focus

remove the tape and start over with a new one.
6. Do not rub onto the sight tape with your fingers
(which could stretch the tape), but use the pencil
eraser like a blotter. By pressing straight down a
“blot” at a time, press the sight tape straight down
onto the sight bar, all the while keeping the tape
flat and aligned as you move along the tape, from
the middle towards each end.
7. Once you are certain that most of the tape is
pressed down, recheck that your pre-set setting is
in proper alignment, and then you can move the
sight block out of the way so you can get at the
indicator pointer/magnifier area of the tape to
make it finally secure.
8. Once you have the entire sight tape pressed down
and it is straight and solidly mounted, then use the
tip of the eraser to “blot down” the edges of the
sight tape to the sight bar on both sides.
9. The last step is to make one last final seal by placing another layer of transparent tape over the top
of the entire sight tape and extending that beyond
the ends of the sight tape by 1⁄4-1⁄2˝, and then use
Continued on the Next Page
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the sharp knife to trim the sides. This last step just
helps to give a little more insurance that the sight
tape is weatherproof and also that it won’t slip or
come off of the sight bar.
If you have been careful and followed the steps,
you should now have a mounted sight tape that has
not been stretched or otherwise misaligned with the
indicator pointer. The sight block/pointer will be
clearing your new sight tape without any interference.
The last and important thing to do is to go out on the
range and double check your new sight settings tape
to make sure it is indeed accurate. After all you would
not go into battle with an untested weapon, would
you?
Final Check for a Stretched Sight Tape Check one
last time by setting your sight to 20 yards using your
sight tape. Check this against the proper numbers on
the scribed side of the sight (including the clicks), and
then check the tape similarly at several other distances along the entire length of the sight tape. Make
certain that all the sight tape settings match what the
numbers are supposed to be on the scribed scale of the
bow sight. This is your final check that you haven’t
accidentally stretched that tape while mounting it to
the sight bar. Of course, always remind yourself to
make sure you keep your head to sight alignment
when you make your sight setting, always keeping in
mind that a magnifier, if mis-used can magnify your
setting error, and it isn’t the tape that is to blame, but
your own eyes, coupled with the magnifying lens! For
those of you not using a tape magnifier, you, too, must
be aware that you can mis-set your sight by not keeping your head angle the same with regard to the indicator pointer and sight tape, too!
Comments Regarding
Using a Magnifier of any Kind

• If you don’t have a magnifier added to your sight
bar, consider getting one if you have difficulties
seeing your yardages/lines on the tape. If you don’t
want to use one of those, you can purchase some
magnifying glasses made for tying flies that clip to
the brim of your hat; they don’t cost much and
work really well for setting your sight.
• If you do have a magnifier on your sight bar, they
aren’t without some potential pitfalls. I feel it is
also essential to make some kind of “indicator”
mark on where the red line (or blue line) on the
magnifier intersects with something you can use as
a reference. If you don’t line up the magnifier’s line
correctly, you can easily mis-set your sight by quite
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a bit. If you don’t get proper alignment, then you
are going to have a significant error. (This is called
a parallax error.) On my particular magnifier, I can
mis-set the sight by one full number either way
(40 clicks’ range possible) simply based upon how
my eyes are positioned relative to the sight
bar/sight tape/magnifier/red line combination!
That amounts to a huge miss! Remember the
beginning scenarios, when I mentioned the inconsistency of setting your sight and not knowing
why? Well, here is the likely source of that particular error and inconsistency with the “same” (only
obviously different) sight setting. It isn’t the sight
tape, and obviously it isn’t the yardage on the
course, it is way simpler than that. The problem is
that most people don’t even think about this, magnifier or not! Since for me, the use of the sight
tape/magnifier is my third option, I rarely have to
deal with it, but if I do have to deal with it, then I
have ProActively prepared the sight to be used
safely. I still do have to deal with it if I use the
scribed side of the sight bar and align the indicator pointer to it by using a fly tier’s magnifying
glass or even my regular prescription glasses to set
my sight. Parallax errors are still in play anytime
you align one object with another with your eyes.
(see photos below). The photos clearly demonstrate
how easy it is to mis-set your sight this way. Most
people aren’t even aware of this problem and how
it is accentuated when you use a magnifier. Put
bluntly, a “magnifier, if mis-used, magnifies any
error you may create.”
• Even if you don’t have a magnifier installed on
your sight, it is still essential that you make sure
your eyes are in the same position relative to the
yardage on the tape and the point of the indicator
pointer every time you set your sight. If you
change your head angle, then you begging for a
mistake to be made setting the sight. Take your
time to look at the pointer tip from the same head
position each time you use the tape. Also, don’t fall
into the trap of moving your indicator to adjust
your sight settings. Moving the peep slightly is, in
my opinion, the better option; never move that
indicator pointer.
Summary

I do not profess to be the “expert” when it concerns all
of the features, nuances, and corrections in Archer’s
Advantage. What I have shared are my experiences
with being successful in getting accurate sight tapes
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Seen from straight on, this pointer is exactly on 20 yards. Seen from
slightly above the pointer looks to be a shade higher than 20.5 yards.
Don’t make these “parallax errors,” always view pointers straight on!

out of the system without having to apply any of the
corrections and arrays of different features within the
program.
So, there you have it. I’ve given you a quick seminar on how to effectively utilize two systems in unison in order to gather all your sight settings in one
shooting session and use one with the other to get as
accurate of a sight tape as you are capable of. Once
again, I’ve outlined what I consider to be the simplest
method of doing this that is ProActive and gives me
the best chances of not only saving time and money,

Seen from straight on, this magnifier line (red) is exactly on 50 yards.
Seen from slightly below (middle) the line looks to be a shade lower
than 49 yards. Seen from slightly above (right) the line looks to be a
shade higher than 51 yards.Don’t make these “parallax errors,” always
view magnifier lines straight on!

but also gives me backup systems that are handy and
easily retrievable.
The next article is all about On Target 2, in which
you will see that I utilize all three of the systems and
at its conclusion, I will give you information on how
to utilize the three systems together as a group of
checks and balances.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Bent Like a Bow,
Straight as an Arrow,
Part 2-The Warm Up
by Andrew R. Ruis
The warmup is perhaps the most poorly understood
element of training and competition preparation.
Most athletes, if they warm up at all, do so indifferently. Many believe that stretching should not be a
component of the warmup. This article will address
the importance of warming up, particularly for competitive and elite archers, with a focus on the role of
flexibility.
The Purposes of a Warmup

The warmup serves a number of distinct purposes:
first, as the term suggests, it warms your muscles and
connective tissues, making them more elastic. This
reduces the work of contraction and facilitates muscle
activation, augmenting performance and minimizing
the risk of injury.
Second, warming
up facilitates neuromuscular coordination.
This improves communication between nerves and
muscles and may enhance proprioception (i.e., kinesthetic awareness, knowledge of your body and its
movement that does not rely on the five senses). This
is especially important for archers, who initiate and
complete their motions less in response to external
stimuli than according to a series of internal cues.
Third, warming up can safely alert you to any
areas that are sore, stiff, or mildly injured, so that you
can properly address them prior to strenuous exertion.
Last, the warmup prepares you mentally for the
task ahead, whether it is a simple training session or a
national championship event. In this respect, it is a
good idea to devise a warmup routine that you can do
the same way every time you are preparing to shoot;

this habitual repetition will allow you to consciously
and subconsciously prime yourself to perform.
The Parts of a Warmup

A warmup routine for archery should have three components: (1) dynamic stretching to prepare and assess
your whole body; (2) active stretching to target the
muscles most involved in shooting; and (3) practice
shots. (The latter, which involves confirming sight
markings, evaluating windage or other environmental
parameters, and assessing equipment function, is
beyond the scope of this discussion.)
Dynamic Stretching The following stretches will
loosen and begin to activate muscles and connective
tissue around all the major joints in your body. Each
exercise should be
done in complete control. It is imperative
that you not push
yourself beyond your natural limits; this is not the
time to try to develop flexibility. Remain relaxed
while you are stretching, endeavoring only to activate
those muscles necessary to accomplish the desired
motion. Perform each exercise approximately ten
times; for exercises that work each side (or front and
back) separately, do five repetitions on each side,
alternating from side to side. If you feel especially stiff
or if you are shooting in cold weather, double or even
triple the number of repetitions.
1a. Standing comfortably upright, nod your head forward, tucking your chin, then nod your head backward so that you are looking up.
1b.Turn your head as far as you can to one side, then
turn your head as far as you can to the other side.

Flexibility in Archery,
Part 2 of 3
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1c. Tilt your head left and right, as if
trying to touch your ear to your
shoulder.
2. Stand in a high lunge position
with your left leg forward and
circle your right arm forward,
rotating at the shoulder. Remain
in that position and circle your
right arm backward. Switch your
stance and repeat with your left
arm.
3a. Standing comfortably upright,
raise your arms in front of you to
shoulder height. Open your arms
as far as you can, as if preparing
to hug someone, then close your
arms as tightly as you can, hugging yourself. Keep your shoulders down.
3b.Standing comfortably upright, raise your arms in
front of you to shoulder height. Lift one arm
upward, rotating as far backward as you can, and
drop the other arm downward, rotating as far
backward as you can. Reverse the direction of
rotation of each arm and repeat, alternating back
and forth.
4. Standing comfortably upright, raise your arms in
front of you to shoulder height. Rotate your torso
as far as you can in one direction, as if to look over
your shoulder, and then rotate back in the other
direction.
5. Standing comfortably upright, place your hands
on your hips. Rotate your hips clockwise, trying to
keep your head in place. Repeat in the counterclockwise direction.
6a. Stand next to a stable surface (a table or the trunk
of your car, say) so that your left hip is next to the
surface and your left hand is on it. Balancing on
your left leg, gently swing your right leg forward
and backward, keeping the leg straight and
relaxed. Repeat on the other side.
6b.Using the same supporting surface, now stand so
that you are facing it and place both hands on it.
Balancing on your left leg, gently swing your right
leg side to side, endeavoring not to rotate your
hips. Repeat on the other side.
7. Stand with your feet together, knees lightly bent,
and place your hands on your thighs a little above
your knees. Gently rotate your knees clockwise in
small circles. Repeat in the counter-clockwise
direction.
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Active Stretching The following stretches will target the muscles most active in archery. These exercises require an elastic band, such as a Theraband™ or
surgical tubing, which can be purchased at any sporting goods store. Purchase the longest length you can
find, and if possible, obtain one with handles or loops
at each end. Perform each exercise according to the
guidelines given above for dynamic stretching.
1. Stand comfortably upright. Grasp the ends of the
elastic band securely in each hand. Raise your arms
in front of you to shoulder height, keeping your
shoulders down and relaxed. Open your arms as
far as you can, as if preparing to hug someone.
Focus on squeezing your shoulder blades together
and hold that open position for one to two seconds, then relax.
2. Stand comfortably upright. Loop one end of the
elastic band securely around your left foot. Grasp
the other end with your right hand. Keep your legs
straight but not locked. Maintaining a straight
right arm, lift upward so that your right arm is
directly overhead, rotating slightly at the waist as
you do. Hold that position for one to two seconds,
then relax. Repeat on the other side.
After performing this sequence of exercises, you
will be ready to begin the third phase of warming up,
your practice shots.
The final article in this series will explore
how to assess and develop your flexibility.
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Collegiate Archery:
TheMentalGame, Pt 1
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The Mental Game—Why Do We Need One?

Congratulations! You’ve been teaching your team how
to shoot with proper form to allow them to be competitive in target archery. You’ve had them work up
their reps to give them the endurance necessary to
shoot twice the number of quality shots in a day that
they will be required to shoot in competition. You’ve
taught them enough about their equipment that they
should now be relatively self-sufficient and you have
even taught them how to tune their equipment in
preparation for the big shoot.
Good job. Your team is now ready to step onto
the tournament field and face their competition. Are
they really? Well yes . . . and no. Yes, because they
have been taught the skills, worked on their conditioning and reps, and are physically prepared to participate in archery competition. No, because they are
totally unprepared for the battle that will be waged in
their own minds as the stress of competition unfolds.
The frustrating part of the next step in your
team’s development is that not
only will they have to learn totally new skills, but you will even
have to sell them on the importance of learning them. So the first step is selling
them on the concept. The following is what I use to
begin the “sales process” with my team.

you, you will.
If you say you haven’t felt any stress in competition I would say that you fall into one of the following categories:
1. You have never shot in competition.
2. You have never shot in competition with any personal expectations.
3. You have never shot on a team whose success
depended on your performance.
4. You’re in denial.

Since at some point in your competitive career
you will feel the stress of competition I feel it will
be valuable to share with you the responses to
stress that I have either experienced or observed
over my 50+ years of archery.

Physiological
Butterflies
Elevated Heart Rate
Perspiration
Upset Stomach
• Elevated Blood Pressure
• Slight Tremors
• Excessive Perspiration
• Shaking
• Regurgitation
• Loss of Control of Body Functions
Since many of you have not been involved in archery
competition to the level and extent that you will experience over the next several years, I want you to think
back to the stress or fear you may have experienced in
the many other things you have done in your life and see
if you can relate to the list above for those experiences.
•
•
•
•

Part 4 of a Series

The Pitch

There are as many different responses to stress as
there are competitors and regardless of whether you
have felt the stress of competition yet . . . let me assure

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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Dropping the Bow Arm
Breaking Away on Release
Loss of Timing
Loss of Focus
Loss of Concentration
Inability to Pull through the Clicker
Inability to Finish the Shot
Loss of Arrows to the Timing Light
Competitive Performance below Practice Performance

2011 USIACs—On the Compound Field

Some people have reported the same physiological responses listed above while engaged in:
• Auditioning for a Vocal Group or Band
• Trying out for the Basketball Team (or Football,
Baseball, etc.)
• Trying out for Cheerleader
• Taking a Test
• Taking the SATs
• Giving an Oral Presentation
• Being Audited by the IRS
• Asking a Girl on a Date
• Getting your Driver’s License
In each of these activities your previous actions,
practice, preparation or training has set you up to succeed or fail based on your performance or delivery,
with someone else being in a position to judge your
success.
These same feelings and symptoms rear their ugly
heads during competition of various types and in
archery competition they display themselves with the
following:
• Shaking during the Shot
• Freezing at Full Draw
• Inability to hold on the Gold
• Plucking the Release
Archery Focus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have seen an archer in a Team Trials event fighting for the last spot on the team throw his bow over
his head while saying “I can’t take it anymore.” Yes,
the bow broke and he didn’t have to worry about that
pressure any more.
I have seen a guy shooting on the fourth and final
day of a Trials Event for an International Team who
had the last spot on the team sewn up if he could just
shoot a 7 on his last arrow at 30m. Even though he
was shooting over a 9.5 average at 30m he could only
manage to shoot a 5 . . . and lost the spot.
After reading the above you guys are probably
thinking…”Man, this doesn’t sound like any fun at
all.”
Continued on the Next Page
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The point is I know the type of things you can go
through . . . and I know what you can do to minimize
the impact of stress in competition.
Minimizing Competition Stress

There is not one thing on the lists above that is attractive or desirable during competition so you need to
learn the skills to fight the good fight against nerves
and stress that can come with serious competition.
Here are some tools you will be shown that have been
created for just this purpose:
The Tools
Focus/Concentration
Managing Distractions
Controlled Breathing
Progressive Relaxation
Mental Imagery
Positive Self-Talk
Positive Affirmations
Understanding Comfort Zones
Resetting Your Thermostat
Managing Conscious Thought During the Shot
We will address these tools one at a time. Please
make the effort to better prepare yourself for what is
to come because the experiences that await you in
your competitive journey will be all the sweeter with

the right preparation.
And . . .

This being said, you stand there and ask for questions
or comments and your team simply asks, “Can we
shoot now?”
The beauty of this is while everyone just wants to
shoot at the time, those who have enough experience
to relate to what you were saying now start coming up
to you, one at a time, to discuss with you how to get
started. That’s the initial reward for your courage.
The seeds have been planted and now the game
begins. You are about to start the process of developing archers who are more complete . . . and truly ready
for competition.
Thanks for taking the time to listen to my thoughts,
I hope to see you on the shooting field.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following
Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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On Bow Length
by Larry Wise
Speed can be an advantage! We all know that
and this fact has been driving bow design for the last
20 years. It is a great thing to be able to misjudge the
distance to a target by a few yards and still hit reasonably close to where you’re aiming . . . but . . . (you
knew that was coming, didn’t you?) a fast miss is still
a miss!
Let me clarify that a little for you. If your skill
level isn’t high enough to consistently make a shot
then even 400 ft per second arrow speeds aren’t
going to help put the arrow in the middle. Or how
about this: if your bow doesn’t fit you properly then
your chances of making that one, all-important shot
at that all-important time is not likely to happen. A
bow that is not adjusted to the correct draw length
for you will not allow you to use your body to its best
advantage and therefore shoot consistently. Instead
it will promote poor and ineffective use of muscles
resulting in missed shots when the risk/reward is

highest. In other words, you’ll miss that big buck
when he finally steps into an open shooting lane or
you’ll miss that last shot in the tournament allowing
your competitor to win . . . all because you use too
much muscle to shoot your bow and that muscle
tenses up in stressful moments and doesn’t perform.
I’ve been on both sides of all of these situations
and, yeah, the mental game has a lot to do with hitting or missing. Sometimes we’re going to miss,
we’re only human and that’s part of the mental side
of archery but, having a bow that does not fit properly is totally avoidable and shouldn’t be the reason
that we miss. The sad truth of this matter is that I
see far too many archers who are using bows that
don’t fit. In this article I hope I can help you to get
“fit” for archery.
The heart of the problem is too many archers
buy bows for speed! That’s what they talk about,
that’s what their buddies talk about, and that’s what

Matching any archer to a bow must begin with their body posture in
the optimum position for shooting consistently. That position has them
standing erect, with chin level, bow arm bones aligned and the drawing forearm and elbow in line with the arrow. This alignment will
place their draw-side shoulder and shoulder blade in the best position
to, first, hold the bow and, second, to tighten back muscles in order to
consistently execute the release of the arrow.

Many archers draw short of proper Full Draw Position. Here the
draw-side elbow is not rotated behind and in line with the arrow
resulting in the archer holding the bow with his arm instead of his back
muscles. In this position the drawing arm never gets to relax and
releasing the arrow is inconsistent at best—and it fails under pressure!
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they see in advertisements. So, that’s what they buy.
Don’t get me wrong, high arrow speeds are fine; I
like speedy arrows, but there is a higher priority –
getting a bow that fits your body size!
I have seen more common sense find it’s way
into the market place over the past several years.
There are more bows in 34-inch to 38-inch axle-toaxle lengths being produced in order to fit taller guys
who need 32, 33 and 34 inch draw lengths. So, here
are some tips about fitting axle-to-axle (ATA)
lengths of bows for archers of all sizes.
Measuring Draw Length

Measuring your draw length is easy but getting it
measured correctly requires a little knowledge of
proper Full Draw Position. Archers can stand in
many different positions when drawing their bows
but only one position uses their back muscles most
efficiently to hold and release the bowstring.
To be in proper Full Draw Position requires that
you stand erect, with your shoulders level, your bow
arm extended (elbow not bent) and your drawing
arm/elbow in line with and behind the arrow. This is
easy for someone to check from behind the archer’s
elbow as shown in the illustration. If the elbow is not
positioned behind and in line with the arrow, then
the holding of the bowstring must be done with your
arm muscles. Holding with back muscles is far more
consistent; holding with arm muscles promotes
inconsistent releases with the release hand pulling
out to the side instead of straight away behind the

arrow (see the series of three photos).
The elbow can be rotated too far around. In this
over-rotated position the back muscles are compressed and rendered near useless for providing the
rotational movement of the elbow that is necessary
to cause a consistent release.
When you are in the correct position shown—
release arm inline with the arrow—have someone
use a measuring arrow to determine the distance
from the nocking point on the string to the pivot
point in the grip. This distance matches the distance
to the arrow rest mounting hole in most compound
bows. This measurement is defined as your True
Draw Length.
Your “ATA Standard Draw Length” (formerly
AMO Standard Draw Length) is calculated by
adding 13⁄4 inch to your True Draw Length. This
standard draw length is the basis for ordering a bow.
The ATA Standard Draw Length (ATA here stands
for Archery Trade Association, not axle-to-axle)
must also be used so that you buy arrows long enough
to avoid pulling them off the arrow rest. Short arrows
are just too dangerous, so we avoid confusion on the
issue.

Measuring your true draw length is easy with a marked arrow. Draw
the measuring arrow to full-draw-position as defined earlier. Read
the measurement from the nocking point to the grip pressure point or
to the arrow rest-mounting hole (they usually match). This measurement is the True Draw Length and can be used to determine the ATA
Standard Draw Length by adding 13/4 inches. The illustration shows
a true draw of 27.5 inches to the pivot point. The ATA draw length is
therefore: 27.5˝ + 1.75˝ = 29.25˝.

Some archers overdraw their bow. In this position, the drawing elbow
is rotated beyond the line of the arrow so that the back muscles needed
to hold and execute the shot are compressed and not fully useful. Once
again, shooting with incorrect posture produces inconsistent results.
Archery Focus

Most of the archers I coach, about 70 percent,
do not have their bows set to their correct draw
length when they arrive at my door. Most have their
bow set too short for them because they are not postured correctly at full draw as defined above. As they
Continued on the Next Page
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learn and understand what is required from the back
muscles and skeleton they quickly align their drawing arm correctly and feel the difference in consistency. Loading the skeleton and relaxing the
drawing arm also pays big dividends in accuracy and
that is what we all are after.
Let your body position determine the draw
length you need. I could give you several mathematical formulas to use but none of them take into
account all of the anatomy and release aid variables
encountered so rely on your body to tell you what you
need.
Building & Designing Different Draw Lengths

I’m six feet, two inches tall. Well, I used to be that
tall (I think I’m 6 feet 1 inch now.) so the years have
taken their toll although I still shoot a 31 inch draw
length bow. That can be a reference for you to use if
you, too, are a “tall guy or gal.” If you are over 6 feet
tall you will need at least a 30 inch draw length bow.
If you’re 6 feet 3 inches to 6 feet 4 inches tall, then
you should be thinking about a 32 inch draw length
bow. If you’re even taller, then you’ll
need to special order a bow that is
33 or 34 inches in draw length.
Most
shops
don’t

stock many bows that give 32 inches or more of
draw. All those short 32 inch axle-to-axle compounds probably won’t make a draw length of 32
inches so you’ll have order something longer.
Longer Axle-To-Axle Distance There are several
bow design elements that create more draw length.
First on the list of lengthening features is having a
longer axle-to-axle length. A bow that is 36 to 38
inches long ATA has the potential to significantly
increase draw length over a 32 inch ATA bow provided that they have the same brace height and same
wheel diameter. An increase of four inches in axleto-axle length increases draw length about one inch
if all else is held constant.
Cam Size A second design feature that increases
draw length potential is cam diameter. The larger
the cam diameter, and therefore circumference, the
more bowstring is needed to wrap around it. This in
turn means that the string must be drawn a longer
distance in order to unwrap itself from the cam and
get the bow to full draw.
For example, PSE uses
smaller cams to generate
shorter draw lengths on
their X-Force Short
Draw model. With the
smaller cams installed,
this bow makes 24-27
inches of draw as compared to 26-30 inches
on the standard XForce cam.
Brace Height One of
the more obvious draw
lengthening features is
brace height. If the handle riser has a deflex
design (the handle grip
Continued on the Page 26

The PSE X-Force is a good
example of what can be done
with a bow to achieve different
draw lengths using different
handle designs. The standard
reflex handle (center) gives a
brace height of 6 inches while
the long draw handle at right
is reflexed less to give an 8.5
inch brace height and draw
lengths up to 33 inches. The XForce Super Short (far left) uses
a handle that shortens the bow
from 33 inches ATA to 265/8
inches ATA. This allows this
model to provide draw lengths
as short as 26 inches.
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New from WAF!

Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

Available from Amazon.com and Soon from
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com

a bow that is 36 inches long or longer, big cams and
a brace height of 7.5 inches or more. If you insist on
a shorter bow then you’ll need hellishly big wheels!
Most tall guys want the advertised speed of the short
bows not realizing that they may not get a draw
length long enough to suit their needs. Many of
them also don’t realize that with their longer draw
length they can get that speed with a longer axle-toaxle bow by storing more energy over a longer distance—and the bow will fit them.
GUIDE 6´ archer

30˝ ATA

The longer limbs of the Barnsdale bow give it a higher brace height
and less string angle at the nock at full draw. The shorter 12 inch PSE
limbs, of course, provide a lower brace height, more speed but a sharper string angle at full draw. It’s easier to generate long draw lengths
with the same size cam using longer limbs because it makes the bow
longer axle-to-axle but the shorter bow is faster.

section curves away from the archer) and, therefore, a
higher brace height then, if all other factors are held
constant, the bow has a longer draw length by the
amount of deflex. Deflex risers have anywhere from 1⁄4
inch to 1 inch more draw length over a straight-line
design and often over two inches more than a reflex
designed riser. Typical numbers to look for here are 9
to 9.5 inch deflex brace heights versus 6.5 to 7.5 inches for reflexed risers.
Longer Risers and Limbs There are several methods for making a bow longer axle-to-axle. First is the
actual length of the riser. Longer risers will make the
axle-to-axle length longer if all other features are
held constant. A second method having the same
effect utilizes longer limbs; having 14 inch limbs
versus 12 inch limbs will make a bow two to three
inches longer depending on the mounting angle
between the limbs and the riser.
Deflex and Reflex Risers PSE uses a fourth
method, as do several other bow manufacturers.
That method incorporates risers with different
amounts of reflex to alter the brace height. The basemodel X-Force has a reflex handle with a brace
height of 6 inches while the X-Force Long Draw has
a more straight-line handle with a brace height of
81⁄2 inches thus allowing the Long Draw model to
produce draw lengths of 30 to 33 inches with the
same limbs and cam.
Long Draw Guide

So here’s the guide for tall guys: if you are over 6 feet
tall and want to shoot with model form you’ll need
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My PSE Shark hunting bow (bottom) is 38 inches axle/axle and has
no trouble giving me the 31 inches of draw length I need. Neither did
the Hoyt Protec (top) I used last year. In fact, with the largest cam on
the Hoyt 3000 limbs (41 inches ATA) the bow can give 34 inches of
draw length for really tall guys.

People of heights over 6 feet 4 inches will need
to combine several of the features mentioned above.
A 38 inch axle-to-axle bow is a must in order to
build a 33 to34 inch draw length bow – chances are
even better with a 40 to 43 inch ATA bow.
Another good candidate for long draw archers is
the Hoyt Protec I have hanging on my wall. With the
longer 3000 limbs and the biggest Cam & 1⁄2 system
this bow will make 34 inches of draw length with an
ATA length of 41 inches and brace height of 8.75
inches. My Mathews Apex is another good candidate
at 421⁄2 inch ATA and an 8 inch brace height.
Medium Draw Guide

This is easy! Most of the bows made today are for the
average Jacks & Jills. That means most bows are made
to fit guys and gals having draw lengths in the range
of 27 to 30 inches. Adjustment ranges on cam systems
that are made to fit multiple draw lengths often cover
this 4-inch span since about 70 percent of archers fit
in it; just check any bow manufacturer’s catalog.
Archery Focus

GUIDE 5´9˝ archer

28˝ ATA

GUIDE 5´2˝ youth

Short Draw Guide

This category includes many youths and women as
well as shorter men. Draw lengths under 27 inches
are almost as difficult to fit as are the long draws but
the good news these days is that there are more
short-draw bows available than in the past. And they
are adjustable to fit growing youths as well as adults.
My friend Josh is about 5 feet 6 inches tall and
a very good shot. You can use him as a good example of a 26 inch draw length. Properly postured with
his draw arm inline with the arrow he needs a 26
inch draw length bow using the ATA Standard. That
includes a D-loop, release aid, and the standard grip
removed from the riser.
GUIDE 5´6˝ archer

dard 33 inch form uses modules to fit lengths from
24 to 30 inches.
24˝ ATA

The short draw lengths will require design features like shorter handles, smaller cams, and more
reflexed risers (lower brace height) or a combination
of these features. So, for draw lengths under 27
inches you’ll have to consider a bow that is not one
of the standard models. The design most likely to
produce greater arrow speed will have a reflexed
handle. The lower brace height of this bow will
translate into a longer power stroke for the shorter
archer and that, as you probably know, can produce
as much as 10 fps more speed per inch of draw
stroke

26˝ ATA

This 26-inch draw length then will require some
design considerations. To fit this draw length you
will need a 32-inch axle-to-axle bow adjusted to the
shortest draw setting. Some 33-inch long bows may
adjust to 26 inches but you’ll find that bows similar
to the PSE X-Force Short Draw have 26 inches in
the middle of its 24 to 27 inch draw length adjustment range. However, the Bear Truth 2 in its stanAnother friend Tony bought this Diamond youth bow for his growing
daughter, Makenna. The cams are small on this 33 inch ATA bow to
control the draw length. The bow draws to a moderate amount of peak
weight and holds it there through the remainder of the draw stroke
allowing youths to draw to their proper Full Draw Position whatever it is.

System Adjustability Features

A typical design for making a versatile cam uses draw length modules
to control how much buss cable wraps around the cam during the draw
stroke. The smaller NiCam Module marked with the C, D, E, F lettering makes this PSE Shark model yield 26, 27, 28 and 29 inches.
The larger module mounted on the cam makes lengths from 28 to 31
inches. Some other popular module systems use a different size module
for each inch of draw length increase. The down side is an increase in
string slap against the shooter’s forearm. Since the low brace height
bowstring starts closer to the shooter’s bow arm and must finish there
it produces more arm contact.
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Being properly fit for a bow depends on more than
just its axle-to-axle length, it also depends on the
draw length adjustability features of the bow. We
have to do more than just get the draw length
“close,” we have to get it correct to within ± 1⁄8 inch.
A bow that is a half inch short for a archer will leave
him struggling with his draw arm out of position.
He’ll be holding the bow with his arm muscles
instead of transferring the hold into his back muscles. A draw set one half of an inch too long will also
put him out of proper position, a position he/she
may not be able to reach when outfitted for cold
weather and drawing on a deer from a treestand.
Modules I like modular systems as a means of
adjusting the draw length of a bow. Just remove two
or three screws, rotate or change the module and
replace the screws. In most cases a bow press is not
needed so it’s quite simple to get the bow properly
fit to the shooter.
Continued on the Next Page
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String Anchor Posts Many of the bow manufacturers are designing extra string-anchor posts
into their cams. This second or third anchor post
allows the user to alter the draw length of the
bow by attaching one end of the bowstring onto a
different anchor post. In many cases the two
posts are labeled with a zero (0) for standard and
a minus (–) for a shorter draw post. If there are
three posts they may be labeled with letters, A, B,
and C for the longest, medium, and shortest settings.
By moving the bowstring from the standard
post to the short-draw post you are removing
string from between the two wheels/cams and
effectively making the string shorter. This rotates
the cam into the draw stroke a small amount thus
reducing the distance the cam needs to be drawn
to reach full draw. The result is a slightly higher
brace height and a 1⁄3 inch to 1⁄2 inch shorter
draw. This is simple and very effective but does
require a bow press of some sort.
If there are extra anchor posts on both sides
of the cam you do not have to adjust both string
ends at the same time. It is easier if you do
because the nocking point will not be affected. If
you adjust one side only then you will have to
relocate the nocking point and peep to their
proper height relative to the arrow rest. It’s a
good idea, however, to check the nocking point
any time you adjust draw length no matter what
method you use.
Wheel/Cam Size Changes Adding or deleting
twists from the power or “buss” cable can alter the
draw length of even compound bows with a dedicated draw length cams. These adjustments are
small and must be made using a bow press. Be
careful to maintain the cam within its optimal
rotation range indicated by markings on most
cams. If you have to rotate the cam out of its
optimal range then its time to switch to a different cam size to match the needed draw length.
This is why many dealers have a few extra cams
available for customer trade-ins. Although, I do
know some dealers who do not stock extras but,
instead, order new ones upon request; they feel
that stocking cams ties up too much money in
inventory.
D-Loops You can always use the D-loop to
help you adjust draw length a small amount. I
often lengthen my students’ bows by this method.
The primary focus of my shooting schools is to
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get archers standing with the proper posture and
that requires that their bow’s draw length setting
to be correctly adjusted to match their needs. If
they need 1⁄4 inch more draw length then the Dloop is the easiest way to get it because you have
to change nothing else in the system . . . and its
cheap! I always have a spool of BCY Release
Rope with me for this purpose. In radical cases
where the bow is several inches too short for the
archer, I’ve tied on D-loops that were two and
three inches long! Yeah, we don’t want to leave
the bow this way but until you can get the right
module or the correct cam size this gets you into
your correct posture so you can use your back
muscles more and your arm muscles less. It isn’t
different from cutting the toe-end out of a pair of
sneakers that are too small for your feet—it doesn’t look so good but it feels great.
Release Head Length Many bowhunters, as
well as target shooters I know, switch release aids
as often as they change shirts. Most of these
shooters don’t realize that they’re changing the
draw length of their bow/D-loop/release system
as well, just because the release heads are all different lengths. That means that when they switch
from a caliper release to a thumb model their
drawing arm and hand are either a little further
from the bow or a little closer.
More importantly, their Full Draw Position
has been affected and may be out of its optimum
range for using their back muscles, requiring
them to hold and activate their release aid with
arm muscles and, as mentioned before, this is a
highly inconsistent method of shooting.

Different release aids and different length release heads must be figured
into matching bows to shooters of differing heights. Switching to a
longer release head will dictate shortening the D-loop or the bow’s
draw length in order for the system to remain at the same draw length.
Adjusting the D-loop length is an easy and cheap way to change draw
length.
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It’s simple to deal with the differing release
aid head lengths by compensating with the Dloop length. If the release head is long, shorten
the D-loop, etc. The primary concern is for the
entire bow/loop/release system to be of sufficient
length to allow the archer to establish and maintain proper body alignment.
Bow Grip Shape and Style Lots of bows have
removable grips and, of course, archers do remove
them. If you do this, realize that you’ve effectively increased your bow’s draw length. The amount
of change is equal to the thickness of the removable grip at the bow hand pressure point. This is
usually about 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 inch. If the increased draw
length puts your body into correct alignment then
all is well. If not, then the D-loop needs to be
shortened, the cam module needs to be changed,
or some other compensation has to be made to
reestablish the draw length that matches the
shooter.

some from horseback and still others from
ground blinds. Regardless, you need a bow that,
first, fits your draw length. And, that, as you
know, often dictates a certain range of axle-toaxle lengths. So, if what you want is not a good
match for you and will prevent you from shooting
effectively then you have back away from that
bow. I hope I have educated you that getting the
appropriate match between your height and axleto-axle length is crucial to good target shooting
and good bowhunting.
Good luck!
Larry Wise

Bowhunting

It’s a given that most archers are bowhunters too.
When hunting they want really short and fast
bows. Some will be hunting from tree stands,

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Think you know a lot about
archery?
Prove it—grab a pencil!
Archery Puzzle Master Tom Dorigatti supplies every kind of
puzzle —from crosswords to scrambles to
brain teasers. If you
think you know
archery and enjoy a
good puzzle, this
book is for you!

Makes a great gift,
too!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
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Just How Important
is Safety?
by Steve Ruis
As coaches and archers we are taught to put
safety first, but I am beginning to wonder about the
sincerity of that recommendation. What brought this
topic up was an archer in a local shoot who was drawing with his bow aimed at the ceiling. While this
practice is counterproductive, Bernie Pellerite’s dictum holds sway here: “You don’t have to do it right,
you just have to do it over.” But what happens if this
archer accidentally triggered his release aid with the
arrow pointed at the ceiling?
“Drawing high” or “skydrawing” is forbidden by
FITA rules:
When drawing back the string of his bow an athlete must not use any technique which, in the
opinion of the judges, could allow the arrow, if
accidentally released,(to) fly beyond a safety zone
or safety arrangements (overshoot area, net, wall
etc.). If an athlete persists in using such a technique, he will, in the interest of safety, be asked
by the chairperson of the Tournament Judge
Commission or the Director of Shooting to stop
shooting immediately and to leave the field.
(2010 FITA Book 2 Outdoor Archery, §7.7.7)
and:
When drawing back the string of the bow an
athlete must not use any technique which, in the
opinion of the judges, could allow the arrow, if
accidentally released,(to) fly beyond a safety zone
or safety arrangements (net, wall etc.). If an athlete persists in using such a technique, he will, in
the interest of safety, be asked by the chairperson
of the Tournament Judge Commission or the
Director of Shooting to stop shooting immediately and to leave the field. (2010 FITA Book 3
Indoor Archery, §8.7.7)
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But not forbidden according to NFAA rules, at
least not specifically:
A competitor not following the established tournament rules, improper conduct or creating a
safety hazard may be disqualified immediately.”
(NFAA constitution & Bylaws, Article 4, A.9.1)
Other than this I could not find any explicit safety rules in the NFAA Constitution & By-Laws
although there are a few suggestions. The NFAA
essentially allows tournament organizers to set safety
rules. Which means that their safety rules not only
need to be posted, they need to be listed in all shoot
announcements, otherwise archers who have learned
to shoot in an unsafe way can know ahead of time that
they will not be allowed to compete. Pity the poor
shoot organizer who doesn’t do this and tries to disqualify a shooter behaving unsafely. Since the rule
book has no explicit safety rules, any poorly
announced rules will be considered arbitrary and
result in quite a kerfuffle.
In the 2011 IBO rules, the only mentions of safety I could find were:
Archers shall use the utmost caution to ensure the
safety of all persons involved. (IV. Shooting Rules
and Etiquette, Part D, #2)
If in the opinion of a range official, an archer
who is under the influence of alcohol attempts to
enter a course, range, or practice area, the archer
will not be allowed to shoot and will be suspended from that competition. (IV. Shooting Rules
and Etiquette, Part F, #2)
and:
Unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated.
Any action considered unsportsmanlike by the
Continued on the Next Page
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host club or the IBO will be
grounds for disqualification
and/or suspension from
membership. Examples of
unsportsmanlike conduct
include, but are not limited
to, the following: . . . h. Any
otherwise-listed rule violation. (IV. Shooting Rules
and Etiquette, Part F, #4)
and:
Range and event officials are
to be respected and have the
authority to disqualify an
archer from an event for
unsafe behavior and/or violations of the above rules. (VI. Rule Violations
and Protests, Part A, #3)
In the ASA Rules I found the following:
Severe Weather - ASA retains the right to delay
or cancel a tournament day in case of severe
weather. Should a round be suspended, all shooters are to leave the range immediately and in the
interests of safety all shot arrows are to be left in
the target and are not to be scored or pulled.
(General Rules, #B)
and:
No alcoholic beverages or controlled substances
may be carried or consumed on the tournament
grounds under penalty of disqualification. No
shooter will compete while under the influence of
alcohol or any other controlled substance(s) under
penalty of disqualification. (General Rules, #F)
and:
Prior to the start of competition on the first day,
all shooters will be expected to attend a
“Competitor Safety Meeting” which should be
considered mandatory. The meeting will cover
information regarding the location of ranges,
updates from the Competition Committee on
rulings and rules interpretations, and other special information. This meeting will start thirty
minutes prior to the start of each round, and will
last approximately ten minutes. Anyone failing
to act upon information provided at this meeting
may be disqualified from the tournament.
(General Rules, #H)
and:
For safety considerations, and to insure a timely
competition, no archer will go behind a target to
look for a lost arrow or for any other reason

except to retrieve an arrow
that is visible to the group.
(Shooting Rules, #K)
And just to be as complete
as possible, here is the NFAS
(National Field Archery
Society of England) rule:
13) Bows must not be drawn
in a manner where an accidental release could be dangerous (e.g. a high draw).
These rules must cover
everything: shooting classes,
range layouts, scoring, competitive classes, etc. but it is
interesting that they also mention topics from littering to the use of profanity and
unsportsmanlike behavior but very, very little specifically about safe shooting.
“Drawing high,” “drawing down,” or “sky drawing” is
not even good technique. There is no advantage in
“sky drawing” and there are several disadvantages, not
the least of which is getting disqualified. Primarily,
when an archer draws like this they are using the
wrong muscles to draw the bow. Once fully drawn
they are then spending time and wasting energy moving the bow a comparatively long distance to get on
target. Rotating the weak shoulder joint while it is
under load is a recipe for a repetitive stress injury and
it creates a weak bow arm, a strong bow arm being the
most vital aspect of consistent archery.
The muscles responsible for raising the arm are
the deltoids. As you raise the bow, they tense, rather
they tense to raise your bow. The more you raise the
bow, the more tense they are. Now, if you raise the
bow until the sight aperture is just above target center
and then draw, the deltoids are pretty close to at their
maximum tension for that task. If you raise the bow
30°, 35°, 40°, or even 45° above horizontal and then
lower the bow, you can only accomplish that by lowering the tension of those deltoids . . . a little bit, a little bit more, a little bit more. The resulting bow arm
stability is quite variable. And what has been accomplished regarding making a shot by raising the bow
too high and then lowering it? Exactly nothing. There
is no benefit.
Target archers need to learn to draw their bows
with the arrow level. Those who cannot do this are
probably over bowed. A few others, I am sure, are not
overbowed but have copied some “successful” archer
Archery Focus

who does this.
Sky drawing is dangerous (especially indoors with
banks of fluorescent lights, sheet metal ducts, and
sprinkler systems involved), provides no advantage,
covers up being overbowed, and wastes energy. Don’t
do it. Don’t let your students do it.
So, if safety is so important (and it is), why do
the various archery organizations have different safety rules or none at all? If an accidental launch of an
arrow is dangerous when one’s bow is held high, isn’t
it dangerous for all archers? Are we misleading people
letting them employ unsafe procedure while shooting
under one organization’s auspices which aren’t
allowed under another? We’re not talking about dress
codes here, this is about safety.
It would be nice if the organizations got together
on this, at least with regard to archer and spectator
safety.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches #11

Helping Them Try
Other Styles
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
The AER Archery Curriculum is designed to
expose student-archers to a great many styles, if, if
they are interested. But since they don’t know anything about the styles of archery, other than what
they can see, they don’t know what to ask, so you
have to help. (Kids who have archer parents have
seen a great deal and often have their minds already
made up, but we tend to see a lot of people who do
not have archer relatives or even friends.) Typically,
archers just out of the beginning stage haven’t seen a
wide variety of equipment being used, but in the
AER Archery Coach Resources section of the
Archery
Education
Resources
website
(www.ArcheryEducation-Resources.com) you will
find a handout entitled “NFAA Shooting Styles” (see
page 36). This can be downloaded and printed out
for your files or printed and handed out to your students.
For your information, the compound styles recognized by FITA/USAA are “Compound
Unlimited” which is the equivalent of the NFAA
style of “Freestyle” and
“Compound Limited” which is
the equivalent of the NFAA
style of “Freestyle Limited.”
How a Coach Can Help
Archers Explore

In Stage 2 of the AER
Recreational Archery Curriculum, accessories are added to student’s bows in the order of: tab,
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stabilizer, bow sling, bow sight, clicker, peep sight,
release aid (quivers, etc. that don’t require training, per
se, can be acquired at any time). Obviously, not all of
these apply to any one archer, so let me use the example of a compound archer.
A Compound Archers’ Choices The first thing a
compound archer has to choose is a finger tab. Most
beginners don’t use a tab for the reasons that their
bow’s are so light drawing they aren’t needed and the
cheap program tabs that are available are not worth
the effort. We only give out tabs to students who
complain their fingers are starting to hurt or who
request them. But as draw weight goes up a tab
becomes more important, to protect the archer’s fingers and provide a slippery surface for the string to
slide off of. Since tabs have to be fit to the archers,
we expect them to buy one.
Then, if they don’t have their own bow and
arrows yet, they come next.
Note Somebody always asks why their kid can’t
start with a full compound kit. The answer is: if they
already have a full compound kit
(sight, scope, peep, release, etc.)
we will work with them. We do
not recommend that anyone try
to simultaneously learn the use
of all of these accessories in a
class setting because there are
too many things to learn at one
time. We break down shooting
into pieces and feed it to our
students a piece at a time. This

“Our motto is “Always Try
Before You Buy.” Buying
unfamiliar archery gear
only to find out it doesn’t
do what one thought, is
not a route to happy
student-archers.”
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keeps frustration low and interest high. And it
shows our students many of the styles of archery
along the way.
Back to our compound student—after the tab is
taught and learned and they have their own bow and
arrows, the next choice is a stabilizer. If the student
opts for a “long rod” or long stabilizer, he/she has
adopted the NFAA style of “Barebow.” If he subsequently adds a bow sight and a peep sight, he/she
has adopted the NFAA style of “Freestyle Limited.”
If, down the road, they then incorporate a release
aid, they are in the NFAA style of “Freestyle.”
If, on the other hand, our blossoming archer
prefers a short stabilizer (≤11˝), with just the bow,
tab, and stabilizer, he/she has adopted the NFAA
style of “Bowhunter.” If they follow that choice with
a pin sight and peep sight, he/she has adopted the
NFAA style of “Bowhunter Freestyle Limited.”
And, if they trade their tab for a release aid, he/she
has adopted the NFAA style of “Bowhunter
Freestyle.”
So, they can end up trying almost all of the recognized styles of compound archery. Of course, they
can turn down any of those choices. It is their sport.
But, trying different things is fun, and most want to
see what that “doohickey thingamajig” does for their

accuracy.
Trying Different Bows

We see students swapping bows all the
time in our beginner classes. Of course,
they are our program bows and they are
much alike. Once you get into classes with Stage 2
students, though, many if not most of them will have
their own bow and arrows. They still want to swap
bows. This is true for kids as well as for adult students. Trying something new is a normal part of our
makeup as a “curious animal.” This is the reason why
we recommend a mix of recurve and Genesis compound bows for beginning programs. Students get to
try both to see which they favor.
Most beginning students don’t get to see a traditional bow let alone shoot one, so if you have one on
hand, you will get students wanting to try it. (You
can use such “novelties” to spice up a dull session, for
example.) We tend to favor Bear Paw bows as they
make two light drawing longbows that are quite
affordable.
I also keep on hand a “real” compound bow (one
with letoff ), with an easily adjusted draw length and
very low draw weight for introduction when it seems
productive. At least they can pull the bow to see

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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what “letoff ” really is.
The most important thing for you is to supervise
these “bow swaps” or “first time tries” because the
unfamiliarity of these new bows leads to “dry fires,”
hit bow arms, and dropped bows. We watch each
such archer’s first one or two shots attempts to make
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sure they are safe. You should, too.
More Help You Can Provide

It will be a big help to your students if you have
some equipment you can make into “loaners.”
We have a pile of loaner stabilizers (most purArchery Focus

of recommended places to shop for
archery gear in your community, or
lacking such a resource, trusted online
retailers.
You need to keep track of anything
you lend out, because if you don’t it won’t be
long until your supply of “loaner” equipment is
exhausted and nobody knows who has what.

“The most important
thing for you is to supervise these “bow swaps”
or “first time tries”
because the unfamiliarity
of these new bows leads
to “dry fires,” hit bow
arms, and dropped
bows.”

Conclusion

chased “used” for under $5) and some loaner tabs
and bow sights. Our motto is “Always Try Before
You Buy.” Buying unfamiliar archery gear only to
find out it doesn’t do what one thought, is not a
route to happy student-archers. So, have a list of recommendations of quality entry-level stuff available.
If working with kids, always include the parents in
the discussion of any purchase recommendation,
because no parent wants to see their kids come home
jacked up because they want them to buy something
for their archery. It doesn’t hurt to make up a sheet

One of the joys of archery are all the different manifestations of flinging an arrow from a bow. With a
little forethought and preparation, you can help
them realize their choices. Good luck!

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Archers #10

Trying Other Styles
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

Students in beginning archery classes usually
get to shoot two kinds of bows: a basic recurve bow
and a “zero letoff ” compound bow like the Mathews
Genesis. Our question is would you like to try other
kinds of equipment? Most students say “Yes!” so this
is what this article is about: how to try other equipment combinations, in archery jargon “styles” of
archery.
As an example, consider the photo on the facing
page. This archer is shooting a compound bow
“freestyle” which means he has a basic set of “all of the
bells and whistles.” Look at all the stuff he has on that
bow!
But how could you be expected to know about
that stuff in order to ask about it? Well, you can’t,
which is why we have published “The Complete
Archer’s Guide” (available on Amazon.com and at
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com) for those of you
taking AER archery classes and wanting to know
more about what you will be taught.
Now, we don’t recommend that you put all of
those gewgaws on your bow and try to learn how to
use all of them at one time. That is a recipe for disaster. We introduce you to one “accessory” at a time.
The AER Archery Curriculum is set up to expose
you to a great many styles if you are interested. A few
pages back you will see a mini poster of “NFAA
Shooting Styles.” These are the shooting “styles”
(combinations of equipment) recognized by the
National Field Archery Association, which means
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they have separate competition categories for people
shooting those combinations of equipment..
AER recommends that accessories are added to
student’s bows in the order of: tab, stabilizer, bow
sling, bow sight, clicker, peep sight, release aid (quivers, etc. that don’t require training, can be acquired at
any time). Obviously, not all of these apply to any one
archer, so let’s use a compound archer as our example.
A Compound Archer’s Choices The first thing a
compound archer has to choose is a finger tab. Most
beginners don’t use a tab for the reasons that their
bow’s are so light drawing they aren’t needed. In our
beginner classes we only give out tabs to students who
complain their fingers are starting to hurt or who
request them. But as draw weight goes up a tab
becomes more important, to protect your fingers and
provide a slippery surface for the string to slide off of.
Since tabs have to be fit to the archers, we expect you
to buy one.
Then, if you don’t have your own bow and arrows
yet, they come next.
After you learn how to use your tab and your own
bow and arrows, the next choice we suggest is a stabilizer. If the choose a “long rod” or long stabilizer (typically 24-32˝ long) and screw it into the boss on the
front of your bow, you have adopted the NFAA style
of “Barebow.” If you subsequently add a bow sight and
a peep sight, you will be shooting the NFAA style
“Freestyle Limited.” If, down the road, you add in a
release aid, you are in the NFAA style of “Freestyle.”
Archery Focus

If, on the other hand, you decided upon a short
stabilizer (≤11˝), with just the bow, tab, and stabilizer,
you would be shooting in the NFAA style of
“Bowhunter.” If you then add a “pin sight” and “peep
sight,” you will have adopted the NFAA style of
“Bowhunter Freestyle Limited.” And, if you trade in
your tab for a release aid, you will be in the NFAA
style of “Bowhunter Freestyle.”
So, you can end up trying almost all of the recognized styles of compound archery or, of course, you
can turn down any or all of those choices. It is your
sport. But, trying different things is fun, and most
want to see what that “doohickey thingamajig” does
for their accuracy.
Note, too, that there are other NFAA styles, not
involving compound bows.

your gear.
Your coach may have on hand a
“real” compound bow (one with letoff )
but, since they have to be adjusted for each
and every archer, you may not get to shoot
that one, either. If you want to try someone else’s
compound bow, pick somebody the same height as
you (which should mean you have similar draw
lengths, which is what has to be adjusted for).
The most important thing for you to do is to ask
your coach to supervise these “bow swaps” or “first
time tries” because your unfamiliarity with these new
bows can lead to “dry fires,” hit bow arms, and
dropped bows. They should watch your first couple of
shots attempts to make sure you and your borrowed
equipment are safe.

Trying Different Bows

Always Try Before You Buy

We see students swapping bows all the time in our
beginner classes. Of course, they are our program
bows and they are pretty much the same. Once you
get your own bow and arrows, don’t be surprised if
your classmates still want to swap bows. This is
true for adults as well as for young archers. Trying
something new is a normal part of being a “curious
animal.”

We have a pile of loaner stabilizers (most purchased
“used” for under $5) and some loaner tabs and bow
sights. Our motto is “Always Try Before You Buy.”
Buying unfamiliar archery gear only to find out it
doesn’t do what you thought, is not a route to being a
happy archer.
But not all coaches have such things to lend, so
don’t expect your coach to (but if they do, it is really
cool).
They may also have a list of recommendations of
quality entry-level stuff available. We recommend
that, if you are a minor, our coaches include your parents in the discussion of any purchase recommendation because no parent wants to see their kids come
home jacked up because they want something for
their archery bought for them. Your coach can probably recommend places where you can buy gear, too.

“One of the joys of archery is all
the different ways we can fling
arrows from a bow. If you don’t
try some of these different
“styles” of archery, you may
miss out on your favorite!”
Most beginners don’t get to see a traditional bow
let alone shoot one, so if your coach has one on hand,
you may get to try one. Traditional bows are usually
made of mostly wood and are breakable, so generally
people are a little more cautious of them as compared
to bows made of metal or plastic, so if you ask a longbow or traditional recurve owner if you “can shoot
their bow” you may get turned down. This is not rude,
they are just protecting their stuff. Hounding somebody to try their bow after they have said “no,” now
that’s rude.
It is never rude to turn down somebody’s request
to try your gear. You can do it in a rude way (we hope
not), but you have no obligation to let anyone else use
Archery Focus

Conclusion

One of the joys of archery is all the different ways we
can fling arrows from a bow. If you don’t try some of
these different “styles” of archery, you may miss out on
your favorite!
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